


Silvestre Revueltas (1899–1940): Redes (1935)
Aaron Copland (1900–1990): The City (1939)

As in the Thirties, political art is today upon us: writers and painters, composers and dramatists understandably feel
impelled to espouse social justice.

Rarely does political art achieve permanence. Historically, Russians, Germans and Mexicans have been better at it
than practitioners in the United States. Why this should be so is an interesting and important question. Mexico in the 1930s
was a mecca for artists who wanted to make a difference. It attracted Aaron Copland, Sergei Eisenstein, Langston
Hughes, John Steinbeck, Paul Strand. The Mexican muralists – and also a remarkable Mexican composer, Silvestre
Revueltas – combined politics and aesthetics to inspirationally assert national pride and purpose.

The two scores here recorded originate with 1930s political films that retain historic and artistic interest. Both Revueltas
and Copland migrated far to the political left during the Depression years. Though both composed copiously for film, Redes
and The City are their peak achievements writing for the movies: consequential films whose music is an integral creative
component. As neither Revueltas nor Copland extracted a comprehensive concert suite from Redes or The City, neither
score is nearly as well known as it should be. The present recording, culled from a pair of Naxos DVDs featuring Redes
and The City with newly recorded soundtracks, is in fact the first to present either score in full, without narration or dialogue.

At the same time, Redes and The City are as different as the composers themselves. Copland was a polished
Modernist whose neo-Classical aesthetic was inspired by Stravinsky. Revueltas was a self-made genius, a born populist,
whose idiom is as uncategorisable as it is original. Copland, in his lifetime and thereafter, was and is familiar and iconic.
Revueltas, though increasingly performed, retains his reputation as ‘Mexico’s most famous unknown composer’. I would
also call him the most important political composer of concert music produced in the Western Hemisphere, a composer
for orchestra as distinctive and accomplished – his sonic signature is unique – as anyone to the north, Copland included.

*  *  *

Silvestre Revueltas blazed a short and disordered path. A product of rural Mexico, he was educated in Mexico and the
United States, and early in his career played the violin and conducted in Texas and Alabama. Carlos Chávez recalled him
to Mexico City to be assistant conductor of the National Symphony (1929–35). In spirit, he resembles the Mexican
muralists of the same seminal generation (his brother Fermin was himself a prominent muralist). Seized by creative
demons, he could compose for days without food or sleep. He travelled to Spain to take part in an anti-fascist Congress
during the Spanish Civil War. He died young, weakened by drink, depressed and disillusioned by Franco’s victory in
Spain and by the failure of the Mexican Revolution to radically redistribute wealth and power. The Mexican poet Octavio
Paz summarised: 

Silvestre, like all real people, was a battlefield. Inside Silvestre lived numerous interlocutors, many passions, many
capacities, weaknesses as well as refinement. … This wealth of possibilities, divinations, and impulses give his
[music] the sound of a primal chord, like the first light that escapes a world in formation.

Paz distinguished Revueltas from the muralists Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco and David Alfaro Siqueiros:

All his music seems preceded by something that is not [simply] joy and exhilaration, as some believe, or satire and



irony, as others believe. That element, better and more pure […] is his profound empathy with his surroundings
which makes the works of this man, so naked, so defenceless, so hurt by the heavens and the people, more
significant than those of many of his contemporaries. His music occupies a place in our hearts above that of the
grandiose Mexican murals, that seem to know all except pity.

Revueltas’s output contains no symphonies or concertos. His dazzling symphonic palette found expression in shorter
forms. Of his orchestra works, the best known are Sensemayá (1938) and (alas) La noche de los Mayas – the second
of which is a posthumous film-score derivative not composed by Revueltas. Redes (1935) is the first and most important
of the eleven films Revueltas scored. It was co-directed by Emilio Gómez Muriel and an Austrian émigré: Fred Zinnemann,
later the Hollywood director of High Noon. The cinematographer was an American: Paul Strand, called by Susan Sontag
‘the biggest, widest, most commanding talent in the history of American photography’.

‘Redes’ refers to fishing nets. (In the United States the film was released as The Wave.) The story is of poor fishermen
victimised by monopoly control of their market. It argues for organised resistance as a necessary means of political
reform. All the actors but one are non-professionals. 

The back-story is tangled. Strand had come to Mexico in 1933, attracted by the revolutionary government and its
reformist programme. Like Copland the year before, he had been invited by Carlos Chávez. With Chávez, Strand
conceived what became Redes and engaged Zinnemann. But in 1934 a new government (under Lázaro Cárdenas) came
to power. Chávez was replaced as Director of Fine Arts by Antonio Castro Leal. Leal reassigned the music of the proposed
film to Revueltas

This bumpy history may partly account for other discontinuities. Redes sits uneasily between two genres: fiction film
and documentary. Long stretches (actually, the best stretches) eschew dialogue. Curiously, the spoken word is almost
never back-scored – the music speaks when the actors don’t, and vice versa. And yet the contributions of Strand and
Revueltas are indelible – and indelibly conjoined.

Visually, Redes is a poem of stark light and shadow, of clouds and sea, palm fronds and thatched huts, with Strand’s
camera often tipped toward the abstract sky. Metaphor abounds: a rope is likened to a fisherman’s muscled arm.
Pregnant, polyvalent, the imagery invites interpretation equally poetic: music. The recurrent visual motif of nets that catch
fish subliminally suggests the confinement of men: a metaphor underlined by a rising three-note musical motif sounded
by tolling brass. At every turn, Strand and Revueltas elevate the film’s simple tale to an epic human drama. 

The present recording includes all the music in Redes in sequence:
1 1. Title music: Rolling waves; but no fish. The tolling ‘nets’ motif is introduced in the brass (0:17).
2 2. The fishermen’s village: tattered clothes drying in the sun; idle nets and boats. 
3 3. A view from the water, travelling from the village toward the city and its fish market.  
4 4. The first musical set-piece: a funeral procession and burial (shot silent). Previously: the fisherman Miro has an
infant son who is gravely ill. In an excruciating exchange, the market boss refuses to advance money so the child can
see a doctor. The child dies. 
5 5. The fishermen sit helplessly. Suddenly, there are fish to be caught. They rush to their boats and commence fishing.
6 6. The film’s galvanising centrepiece (shot silent): rowing to sea, casting the nets, gathering the fish. Amidst the
commotion, Revueltas inserts a brass chorale (at 3:40) celebrating Mexican resilience and pride.
7 7. But at the market, the fishermen have received a pittance for their fish. This sequence shows drying nets. A
disgruntled fisherman begins to cut the nets and must be physically subdued.



8 8. The fishermen disagree over whether to withhold their fish from the market. They split into rival groups. A fight
erupts. Suddenly, a gunshot: Miro falls (2:25), shot by a henchman of the boss. He is carried to a boat and returned to
the village.
9 9. The fishermen now unite. Miro is discovered to have died (3:13). They take to their boats and begin to row towards
the city (6:25). Revueltas’s rowing motif builds to a climax. The film ends with a reprise of the ‘nets’ theme, this time in
the major.

*  *  *

The relationship of Redes to American cinema is ponderable. The three classic American film documentaries produced
by the politics of the Thirties are The City, The Plow that Broke the Plains (1936) and The River (1938). The participants
overlapped. And Copland reviewed Redes in The New York Times, writing in part:

[The] music is above all vibrant and colourful. . . The score that Revueltas has written for [Redes] has very many
of the qualities characteristic of Revueltas’s art. […] The need for musical accompaniments by serious composers
is gradually becoming evident even to Hollywood. The Mexican Government, choosing Revueltas to supply the
music for [Redes], is very much like the USSR asking Shostakovich to supply sound for its best pictures.

Born in Brooklyn in 1900, Aaron Copland was in every way a child of the city. His street, he once recalled, could ‘only
be described as drab’. His parents, immigrant Jews from Russia, ran a department store. Urban jitters, urban hardness,
urban energy, urban loneliness fundamentally inform his creative identity. The opposite side of the Copland coin was a
romanticised or imagined West – all open space, a place for tenderness, solace, and a solitude different from the grim
anomie of the metropolis.

However personal may have been this sense of self and of place, it resonated with the American experience: with fire
escapes and skyscrapers; with nights on the wide prairie. And Copland was a fervent democrat, with strong feeling for
the downtrodden and disenfranchised. All this helps account for his signature achievement – an ‘American sound’ for the
concert hall.

But first came Paris, in 1920. Copland there acquired worldliness and a strong aesthetic base in the cosmopolitanism
of Stravinsky and other Francophile modernists. Back in New York, he produced the Piano Variations (1930): a 20th-
century American landmark. The hard plainness and clarity of this skyscraper music, combined with its hyperactive bursts
of rhythmic energy, defined an ‘urban’ Copland style in which his ‘American’ traits were strongly latent. They became
explicit in the 1930s when, as with so many other artists, his social conscience was aroused by the Depression and the
fascist menace. He sought a larger public and a more ‘useful’ role. As he later wrote:

During these years I began to feel an increasing dissatisfaction with the relations of the music-loving public and
the living composer. The old ‘special’ public of the modern music concerts had fallen away, and the conventional
concert public continued apathetic or indifferent to anything but the established classics. It seemed to me that
composers were in danger of working in a vacuum. Moreover, an entirely new public for music had grown up
around the radio and phonograph. It made no sense to ignore them and to continue writing as though they did not
exist. I felt it was worth the effort to see if I couldn’t say what I had to say in the simplest possible terms.



The outcome was his most famous music – works whose populist flavour was partly an outcome of popular sources,
quoted or otherwise absorbed: Billy the Kid (1938), with its cowboy songs; Rodeo (1942), with its fiddle tunes; and
Appalachian Spring (1944), with its climactic variations on the Shaker hymn Simple Gifts. 

Copland’s desire to reach an enlarged ‘new audience’ also directed him to film. The City, a 40-minute documentary
created for the 1939 New York World’s Fair, came first. It depicts, in sequence, a New England village, a mill town, a city,
and a ‘new town.’ Its message is that the grim mill town and frantic city cancel the quality of life earlier achieved in rural
America – and recapturable in planned communities of modest size. 

Copland’s ample score, organically and prominently deployed, clinches both his ‘city’ and ‘country’ idioms. The ‘city’
sequence – the film’s artistic core – is memorably vital, notwithstanding its message. In fact, The City betrays a certain
rift between Copland and the cinematographers Ralph Steiner and Willard Van Dyke, fixed on a creative achievement,
and the city planner Lewis Mumford, who wrote the didactic script. Mumford’s focus of interest was the final segment –
a quiescent anti-city that risks seeming dull in juxtaposition with the film’s creative high point: a madcap urban lunch
counter – popping toast, frying eggs, bolted coffee, greasy mouths – that today ranks as a classic illustration of
documentary-film technique. 

The Los Angeles Times music critic Mark Swed has called The City ‘an astonishing missing link not only in the genesis
of Copland’s Americana style but in American music and cinema’. Writing in the Los Angeles Times, Swed further
commented on the lunch counter sequence, with its minimalist musical shards: ‘Copland never wrote like that before or
after, yet these unknown pages are powerfully prescient of the most significant stylistic revolution in the last quarter
century of American music.’ For his suite Music for Movies, Copland extracted from The City two brief concert movements
– New England Countryside and Sunday Traffic. But he left no suite with the lunch counter sequence and countless other
deft musical episodes.

The City proved Copland’s ticket to Hollywood, where he scored Of Mice and Men (1935), Our Town (1940), The
North Star (1943), and The Red Pony (1948). (His films during this period also included The Cumington Story (1939) for
the Office of War Information). Copland’s final Hollywood score, for William Wyler’s The Heiress (1949), won an Academy
Award. And yet Wyler insisted on bringing in another composer to soften the astringency of Copland’s style – and Copland,
disenchanted, never worked in Hollywood again. In 1961, Copland returned to film to score Something Wild, an
independent feature populated with Manhattan beggars and whores. 

Summarising Copland’s influence as a film composer, André Previn has said: ‘What Copland represented in Hollywood
[was] “fewer notes”.’ Copland counteracted the luxurious Romantic soundtracks of Erich Korngold and Max Steiner that
had previously defined Hollywood’s musical taste. 

The present recording includes all the music in The City in sequence:
0 1. A New England Village: a halcyon environment for living and working.
! 2. Steeltown I: The film transitions – musically and visually – from a New England blacksmith’s forge to a steel mill,
then to the squalor of workers’ housing (filmed in Pittsburgh).
@ 3. Steeltown II: Poverty and neglect.
# 4. The City I: Transition to urban bustle.
$ 5. The City II: A clanging fire engine is stuck in traffic (2:01). A quick-order lunch counter, with harried, rapid eaters and
music forecasting the minimalism of Philip Glass (3:02). ‘Sunday Traffic’ (7:45): Following the example of his colleague
Virgil Thomson in The Plow that Broke the Plains and The River, Copland here brandishes a whimsical cinematic irony.
A rapid montage of images shows people fleeing the city only to be trapped in a sea of cars. The music conveys the



happiness they hoped to find; the images show a mounting frustration that gradually and subtly seeps into the musical
score. Transition: ‘Science takes flight’ (10:10).
% 6. New Town I: A reprise of halcyon living and working. Filmed at Greenbelt, Maryland, the first and largest of three
New Deal ‘greenbelt towns’.
^ 7. New Town II: Recreation – a baseball game.
& 8. New Town III.
* 9. New Town IV.
( 10. New Town V.
) 11. Finale: A better world.

The City is a documentary with narration and no dialogue. The narrator, however, adopts three distinct voices, one of which
is a fatigued and hopeless steelworker @. In effect, Copland here composes a ‘melodrama’ – in musical parlance, the
combination of music and the spoken word. The PostClassical Ensemble (PCE) Naxos DVD The City (2.110231) features
both the original film and a version with a newly recorded soundtrack (music and narration). Another PCE Naxos DVD
features Redes (2.110372) – again juxtaposing the original film with a version with newly recorded music. A third PCE Naxos
DVD (2.110521) similarly treats The Plow that Broke the Plains and The River. All three DVDs incorporate extensive
commentary. All three have been internationally hailed as ‘a spectacular improvement from the original monaural recording’
(Gramophone), ‘revelatory’ (Philip Kennicott in The Washington Post), and ‘like watching a masterpiece of painting cleaned
of centuries of grime’ (Antonio Munoz Molina in El Pais). 

Joseph Horowitz

PostClassical Ensemble has also produced a film, Aaron Copland: American Populist, as part of Dvořák’s Prophecy –
a six-film series linking to Joseph Horowitz’s book of the same name. The City is the central topic of that film (available
on Naxos DVD 2.110698 and via Naxos Video Library).
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Revueltas and Copland wrote prolifically for
film, and these scores are their greatest
achievements in the medium. The scores
were crafted for two of the most formidable
and politically motivated films of the time.
Redes is a story of victimised fishermen in
Mexico – and the subject matter drew from
Revueltas passionate music that Copland
himself admiringly described as ‘vibrant
and colourful’. The City is a documentary
that reveals the musical missing link between
Copland’s ‘urban’ and ‘country’ idioms,
prescient of minimalism, and masterly in
construction and effect. Without narration
or dialogue, both scores are heard here for
the first time in full.

Two Classic Political Film Scores
REVUELTAS: Redes (1935)
COPLAND: The City (1939)
PostClassical Ensemble 
Angel Gil-Ordóñez
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS
of the complete film scores

Silvestre Revueltas (1899–1940) 
Redes 34:17

1 Introduction 2:48
2 Palms and Huts 1:16
3 The Village 0:54
4 Funeral 4:22
5 The Fisherman 1:33
6 Good Fishing 6:36
7 Nets 3:19
8 Fighting – Unity 4:20
9 Finale 9:09

Aaron Copland (1900–1990) 
The City 34:07

0 A New England Village 4:32
! Steeltown I 4:37
@ Steeltown II 2:35
# The City I 1:08
$ The City II 11:06
% New Town I 0:41
^ New Town II 4:52
& New Town III 0:40
* New Town IV 1:33
( New Town V 1:06
) Finale 1:03
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